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Abstract 

With the increasing demand to reduce emissions and save energy, hydraulic reservoirs require new architecture to 
optimize their weight, space, and volume. Conventional open reservoirs are large, heavy, and easily polluted, and 
threaten the operation of hydraulic systems. A closed reservoir provides the advantages of small volume and light 
weight, compared to open reservoirs. In this study, a non-metallic pressure reservoir with variable volume is designed 
and manufactured for closed-circuit hydraulic systems. The reservoir housing is made of rubber, and the Mooney-
Rivlin model is chosen based on the rubber strain properties. The FEA simulation for the reservoir is performed using 
ANSYS Workbench to obtain the structural stiffness. The major contribution is the establishment of mathematical 
models for this reservoir, including the volume equation changing with height, flow equation, and force balance 
equation, to explore the output characteristics of this reservoir. Based on these results, simulation models were built 
to analyze the output characteristics of the reservoir. Moreover, the test rig of a conventional hydraulic system was 
transformed into a closed-circuit asymmetric hydraulic system for the reservoir, and preliminary verification experi-
ments were conducted on it. The results demonstrate that the designed reservoir can absorb and discharge oil and 
supercharge pump inlet to benefit system operation. The changes in the volume and pressure with displacements 
under different volume ratios and frequencies were obtained, which verified the accuracy of the mathematical mod-
els. Owing to its lightweight design and small volume, the reservoir can replace conventional open reservoirs, and this 
lays a foundation for future theoretical research on this reservoir.
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1 Introduction
Hydraulic transmission is crucial in aerospace, heavy 
machinery, engineering machinery, and other industries 
[1–5]. Hydraulic systems often rely on large and heavy 
reservoirs in mobile hydraulic machinery. It is one of the 
components with the highest potential for weight reduc-
tion [6]. The lighter weight of hydraulic reservoirs can 
improve the power-to-weight ratio of mobile hydraulic 
machinery and reduce power consumption, achieving 

energy conservation and emission reduction. The pur-
pose of this study is to effectively reduce the mass and 
volume of hydraulic reservoirs while meeting the strict 
requirements of hydraulic systems.

Open and closed reservoirs are utilized in the hydrau-
lic systems. Although open reservoirs are widely utilized, 
they are not applied in high-altitude environments and 
are restricted to mobile hydraulic machinery. To address 
this challenge, closed reservoirs have installed a pressure-
driven device that can relatively stabilize the oil pressure 
at the pump inlet and enable the hydraulic system to 
work at a high altitude or in harsh environment [7–10]. 
Compared with open reservoirs, closed reservoirs have a 
smaller volume and mass, and are more widely utilized 
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in mobile hydraulic machinery. There is an urgency to 
design a new type of closed reservoir with small volume 
and light weight, to meet the lightweight and pressure 
requirements of the hydraulic system.

There are several types of closed reservoirs, and the 
difference between them is mainly reflected in pressure-
driven methods. The pressure-driven devices of a closed 
reservoir are mainly divided into hydraulic, spring, and 
pneumatic drives. Parker’s closed metal reservoir is 
designed to connect the system pressure to the reser-
voir drive interface. In addition, system pressure can be 
converted into a stable low-pressure output; however, 
it occupies a large space and has a large mass. Spring-
driven [11, 12] closed reservoirs rely on a spring force 
to exert pressure on the oil, but their structure is rela-
tively complex and difficult to process and manufacture. 
Another type of closed reservoir utilizing a pneumatic 
drive [13–19] is protected by a metal housing, but the 
container inside is coated in rubber skin. Gas is filled 
between the metal housing and rubber skin to establish 
the driving pressure, but it is sensitive to temperature, 
which affects the normal operation of the hydraulic sys-
tem, such as the contact booster hydraulic [20] and air-
bag isolated booster hydraulic tanks [21]. There are also 
closed reservoirs with special structural forms, such as 
a vacuum reservoir with variable capacity, following the 
movement of actuators [22]. The corrugated elastic lin-
ing and housing form a closed capacity cavity, and the 
bellows produce telescopic action in the opposite direc-
tion, altering the volume [23]. Its disadvantage is that 
the pressure of the output oil is nonlinear and unsuit-
able for hydraulic systems that require stable pressure. 
As described above, the complex structure, large volume, 
large mass, and nonlinear output pressure of the existing 
closed reservoir are still not conducive for reducing the 
weight and space of the hydraulic system.

Generally, conventional hydraulic reservoirs are made 
of metal materials with simple structures, but larger vol-
umes and weights. Non-metal reservoirs have garnered 
significant attention owing to their lightweight develop-
ment. A few companies have researched and developed 
reservoirs using special materials for various functions. 
ARGO-HYTOS [24] developed an injection-plastic res-
ervoir with a filtering function. Fuel Safe [25] developed 
a material for designing a collapsible aerial fuel transport 
container. It is constructed with multiple layers of ballis-
tic nylon cords and a rugged rubberized polymer coat-
ing, but not suitable for hydraulic systems. Turtle-Pac 
[26] manufactured aircraft tanks using unique fabrics and 
technologies. It is lightweight, convenient to fold, com-
pact, and is tested at 5 PSI during quality control tests. 
In addition, Smart Reservoir [27], a company in Canada, 
produced another type of reservoir with the features of 

lighter mass, smaller volume, and linear output. It has 
already been applied in various fields, but the effect of 
rubber on reservoir performance is unclear. Currently, 
most of the research on lightweight non-metal hydraulic 
reservoirs are abroad, but seldom research has been con-
ducted on its characteristics and material.

Therefore, considering the particularity of rubber mate-
rial, this research takes the variable volume and pressure 
reservoir (VVPR) as the research object, focuses on the 
establishment of mathematical models for dynamic char-
acteristics, and explores the interaction between the 
system parameter and VVPR by simulation and experi-
ments. This paper is divided into four parts: ① Compo-
sition and principle of the VVPR. ② Strain properties 
and structural stiffness of reservoir rubber. ③ Modeling 
and simulation of the VVPR using AMESIM and MAT-
LAB joint simulation methods. ④ Performance analysis 
of the VVPR in closed-circuit hydraulic system on test 
platform. It is important to investigate this closed reser-
voir to replace open reservoirs in numerous applications, 
which provides a theoretical basis for further research.

2  Reservoir Description
2.1  Working Principle
The VVPR is sealed, airless, and slightly pressurized, with 
small volume, light weight, low pollution, and portability. 
It comprises upper and lower covers, rings, connecting 
rods, rubber housing, springs, pillars, and other compo-
nents, as illustrated in Figure 1.

The connecting rod is fixed to the upper cover, and the 
rod and spring in the pillar move with reservoir motion. 
The spring is always in a compressed state with a down-
ward force on the connecting rod. Through the interac-
tion of the spring and internal pressure of the oil, the 
reservoir can achieve the functions of absorbing and dis-
charging oil.

Figure 1 Composition of the reservoir (VVPR)
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The VVPR designed in this study plays the role of dif-
ferential volume compensation in closed-circuit asym-
metric hydraulic systems by its own variable volume. In 
the working cycle of the reservoir, expansion and con-
traction occur as actuator movement changes. The pro-
cess of oil absorption and discharge with the expansion 
and compression of the rubber housing can be achieved 
using the spring force. As illustrated in Figures  2 and 
3, the working principle of the VVPR in a closed-cir-
cuit valve-controlled asymmetric hydraulic system is 
described as follows.

A closed-circuit valve-controlled asymmetric hydraulic 
system comprises a hydraulic pump, single-rod cylinder, 
direction valve, and VVPR. The oil absorption conditions 
of the reservoir are illustrated in Figure 2. In the retrac-
tion process of the cylinder, the oil from the outlet of the 
hydraulic pump enters the rod chamber of the hydraulic 
cylinder, and the oil in the rodless chamber enters the 
suction port of the hydraulic pump through the direc-
tional valve. However, owing to the different volumes of 
oil in the two chambers of the hydraulic cylinder, part of 
the oil in the rodless chamber enters the reservoir.

The oil discharge conditions of the VVPR are illustrated 
in Figure 3. During the extension of the cylinder, the oil 
from the outlet of the hydraulic pump enters the rodless 
chamber of the hydraulic cylinder, and the oil in the rod 
chamber enters the suction port of the hydraulic pump 
through the directional valve. The oil in the VVPR is 
replenished into the inlet of the pump.

A VVPR was preliminarily designed and manufactured 
to investigate the reservoir characteristics. The main 
parameters of the VVPR are as follows: ① Its working 
pressure is under 0.06 MPa, working volume is 5 L, and 
structure volume is 9.63 L. ② It is 580 mm in height and 
400 mm in width. ③ Its mass is only 13.2 kg, owing to 
the smaller working cavity made of rubber material.

2.2  Rubber Strain Properties and its Constitutive Equation
The rubber housing material utilized in the VVPR is a 
hyperplastic material that may affect the VVPR dynamic 
characteristics. Therefore, the physical properties of 
these materials should be described based on their elas-
ticity and deformation.

To determine the correct mathematical model (consti-
tutive equation) to describe rubber physical properties 
in the reservoir and define the system dynamic proper-
ties, uniaxial tension tests with six rubber samples were 
conducted at 20 °C (environment temperature), as illus-
trated in Figure 4. There are several mathematical models 
to describe the physical properties of hyperplastic mate-
rials, including the Mooney-Rivlin model, Ogden, and 
Yeoh models, but not all of them are suitable for specific 
hyperplastic materials [28]. The rubber stress and strain 
data from the uniaxial tension test results on the test 
pieces were utilized for comparison with the FEA simula-
tion results from ANSYS Workbench for different rubber 
models, and the results are illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 2 The oil absorption condition of the reservoir
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Figure 3 The oil discharging condition of the reservoir

Figure 4 Uniaxial tension test results at 20 ℃
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It can be observed that there are constitutive models 
that fit the test data well, i.e., Mooney-Rivlin, and Poly, 
which can describe the basic rubber hyperplastic proper-
ties. In this study, the Mooney-Rivlin model was selected 
for the next simulation step, and its parameters are pre-
sented in Table 1.

2.3  Rubber Structural Stiffness of VVPR
Since the hyperplastic material is elastic, the stiffness 
of the structure on the upper cover should be provided. 
Once the constitutive model of rubber and the structure 
of the reservoir are determined, the rubber structural 
stiffness of the VVPR can also be obtained. Therefore, 
FEA simulation on ANSYS Workbench was performed 
by constantly changing the force F on the connecting rob 
and simulating the displacement of the upper cover x. 
The rubber structural stiffness K1 of VVPR can be calcu-
lated with Eq. (1).

The rubber structural stiffness of the VVPR when a 
force acts on the upper cover is illustrated in Figure 6. It 
can be observed that as the reservoir height increases, 
the stiffness also increases.

(1)K1 =
�F

�x
,

According to simulation results, the fitting function 
of K1 has also been obtained using a quartic polynomial 
curve function with a corresponding fitting precision of 
R-square = 0.982 and RMSE = 0.1389. The stiffness fit-
ting functions and parameters are presented in Table 2.

3  Modelling and Simulation
The VVPR continuously absorbs and discharges oil in its 
working cycle with the movement of the hydraulic cyl-
inder, thereby affecting the changes in its volume and 
pressure. Volume and pressure are important parameters 
in the performance of the VVPR; thus, mathematical 
models must be built for further simulation analysis of 
the changes in volume and pressure during the working 
cycle.

3.1  Force Balance Equation
The VVPR can be equivalently treated as a single-degree-
freedom system with spring-mass-damping, which can 
be simplified to the model illustrated in Figure 7.

In Figure 7, H is the height of the VVPR; K, K1, and K2 
are the stiffness of the spring, rubber structure, and oil, 
respectively; m is the mass of the moving parts of the 
VVPR, A is the area of the upper cover, p is the pressure 

Figure 5 The test pieces displacement curve of FEA simulation 
results and test result

Table 1 Parameters of rubber Mooney-Rivlin model

Rubber parameter Value(MPa)

Material constant C10 − 2.4201

Material constant C01 4.2156

Material constant C20 − 0.0035296

Material constant C11 0.027367

Material constant C02 0.81943

Incompressibility parameter 0

Figure 6 Rubber structural stiffness

Table 2 The stiffness fitting function and parameters

Parameters Value

K1(N/mm) f(x)=a1x4+a2x3+a3x2+a4x+a5

a1(N/mm5) 2.401×10−7

a2(N/mm4) 4.105×10−5

a3(N/mm3) − 0.006157

a4(N/mm2) 0.2066

a5(N/mm) − 5.315
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inside the VVPR, and B2 is the movement damping of the 
VVPR.

The oil stillness can be obtained by Eq. (2):

The damping coefficient B2 can be expressed as Eq. (3):

where the µ = µ0 · e
α·p , µ0 = 0.35 Pa · s , and α = (0.015

∼ 0.35)MPa−1[29, 30].
When the VVPR operates by oil absorption and dis-

charge, the upper cover exerts a force on the oil-gener-
ating pressure p. According to the dynamic model, this 
study considers the upper cover as the research object, 
and the force balance equation is established by consider-
ing the inertial force, viscous damping force, spring force, 
and internal pressure on the upper cover. Hence, the 
force balance equation can be expressed as Eq. (4):

The first term on the right side of Eq. (4) is the inertial 
force, second term is the viscous damping force, and final 
term is the elastic force exerted by the spring, rubber, and 
oil.

3.2  Volume Equation
As the VVPR moves, the volume changes with the height. 
Volume calculation is crucial for obtaining the change in 
height; its dimensions in the vertical plane are illustrated 
in Figure 8.

In Figure 8, r is the radius, L is the arc length, R is the 
radius of the upper cover, A is the distance from the cen-
tral axis to the arc center, and B is the line segment after 

(2)
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dt2
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)

H +mg .

arc deformation. The relationships between these vari-
ables can be expressed as Eq. (5).

Hence, the volume equation can be expressed as Eq. 
(6).

Furthermore, the relationship between the volume V 
and height H was drawn based on the Newton iteration 
method in MATLAB, as illustrated in Figure 9.

3.3  Flow Continuity Equation
Some assumptions are made to establish the flow conti-
nuity equation of the VVPR: ① pressure loss and pipe-
line dynamic characteristics of components other than 
the VVPR are not considered; ② the elastic modulus of 
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Figure 7 The dynamic model of the VVPR
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Figure 8 The dimension diagram of the rubber housing
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oil and oil temperature are constant; and ③ the reser-
voir leakage is a laminar flow. Hence, the flow continu-
ity equation is expressed as Eq. (7):

The first term on the right side of Eq. (7) represents 
the volume change of the VVPR during operation, sec-
ond term represents the flow rate change caused by 
leakage, and third term represents the flow rate change 
due to compression.

3.4  Simulation Analysis
To explore the performance of the VVPR in the system 
and effect of the VVPR on the system, joint models of 
the VVPR in MATLAB and a closed-circuit hydraulic 
system in AMESIM were built for their interaction with 
different working parameters. The main simulation 
parameters are presented in Table 3.

The initial volume was set as 3.7 L, and the ratio 
between the actual working volume ΔV and maxi-
mum working volume V is defined as the volume ratio, 
expressed as Eq. (8):

The relationship between the actual working volume 
ΔV of the VVPR and hydraulic cylinder displacement y 
is expressed as Eq. (9):

In this study, the hydraulic cylinder is given a sine 
displacement reference to form the volume difference 
between extension and retraction. The corresponding 
values of the volume ratio, stroke, and amplitude are 
presented in Table 4.

(7)q =
dV

dt
+ Cepp+

V

βe

dp

dt
.

(8)α =
�V

V
.

(9)πd2

4
y = �V .

The displacement of the hydraulic cylinder was set 
as a sine curve with amplitudes of 117.90 mm at 0.016 
Hz, to analyze the output characteristics of the VVPR. 
As can be observed from Figures  10 and 11, the height 
and volume of the VVPR gradually increases when oil is 
absorbed. At half a cycle, the flow rate into the VVPR is 0, 
and both the volume and height of the VVPR reach their 
maximum values, but the pressure of the VVPR does 
not. During the oil discharge, the volume and height of 
the VVPR gradually decreases, while the pressure of the 
VVPR increases.

Through the simulation analysis, it is determined that 
the volume and height of the VVPR change with the flow 
rate described earlier, but the change in the pressure of 
the VVPR has a certain delay. This may be caused by the 
rubber material characteristics and damping force.

3.4.1  Performance Analysis at Different Volume Ratios
In this section, the VVPR performance with differ-
ent volume ratios is analyzed by altering the ampli-
tudes of the sinusoidal displacements. The cylinder 

Table 3 Simulation parameters

Name Parameter Value

Cylinder Diameter of rod d(mm) 90

Diameter of piston D(mm) 110

Stroke of cylinder S(mm) 800

Reservoir Stiffness of spring K(N/mm) 13.63

Mass m(kg) 6

Damping B2(N· s/mm) 0.01

Elastic modulus βe(MPa) 700

Table 4 The relationship among the volume ratio, stroke, and 
amplitude

Volume ratio Stroke(mm) Amplitude(mm)

0.05 39.30 19.65

0.1 78.60 39.30

0.2 157.20 78.60

0.3 235.80 117.90

0.4 314.40 157.20

0.5 393.00 196.50

0.6 471.60 235.80

0.7 550.20 275.10
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Figure 10 The height changes with displacement
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displacement is selected as a sine curve at 0.016 Hz, 
and the volume ratios of the reservoir are set as 0.05, 
0.1, 0.2, 0.3 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7, changed by the differ-
ent strokes.

Figures 12, 13, 14 and 15 illustrate that the frequen-
cies and amplitudes of the pressure and volume change 
with displacement, thereby displaying a positive rela-
tionship. This illustrates that the reservoir achieved the 

function of flow inlet and outlet with the extension and 
retraction of the cylinder. The cylinder displacement 
tracked the reference well, proving that the introduc-
tion of the VVPR had no effect on the output character-
istics of the system.

3.4.2  Performance Analysis at Different Frequencies
In this section, we further explored the effect of fre-
quency on the output characteristics of the reservoir. The 
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Figure 11 The changes in the main parameters of the VVPR

Figure 12 Displacement curve of hydraulic cylinder
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volume ratio was set to 0.3, and the working frequencies 
were selected as 0.1 Hz, 0.5 Hz, and 1 Hz to simulate the 
closed-circuit hydraulic system.

It can be observed from Figures 16, 17, 18 and 19 that 
the frequencies of the pressure, volume, and height are 
the same as the displacement. When the cylinder was 
extended, the reservoir provided the system with oil. 
The pressure, volume, and height decrease with increas-
ing displacement. In contrast, the system provided oil to 
the reservoir when the cylinder was retracted. The pres-
sure, volume, and height increased with decreasing dis-
placement. This indicated that the reservoir achieved 

the function of flow inlet and outlet with the extension 
and retraction of the cylinder. The cylinder displacement 
tracked the reference well, proving that the introduction 
of the VVPR had approximately no effect on the system 
characteristics.

4  Experimental Results and Discussion
The test rig was transformed based on a conventional 
open hydraulic system to verify the accuracy of the math-
ematical models and simulation analysis, as illustrated 
in Figure  20. The test platform can achieve an open-or 

Figure 14 Changes in height at different ratios

Figure 15 Changes in volume at different ratios

Figure 16 Displacement curves of hydraulic cylinder

Figure 17 Changes in height at different frequencies
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closed-circuit hydraulic system by the on/off of the shut-
off valve (2.2) and union tee (3). Before the VVPR worked 
normally, it needed to replenish oil by opening 2.2 and 
2.3 in retraction to discharge the internal air and set an 
initial volume (3.7 L in this study) by the open-circuit 
hydraulic system. The VVPR can then work normally to 
compensate for the volume difference of the cylinder in 
the closed-circuit hydraulic system.

The parameters of the test rig and main parameters 
between the conventional open reservoir and designed 
closed reservoir are presented in Table  5. In this study, 
volume and mass were dramatically reduced by approxi-
mately 98% and 94%, respectively.

4.1  Repeatability Analysis
In this section, static tests are conducted to explore the 
pressure and volume repeatability.

It can be observed from Figures  21 and 22 that the 
rubber housing exhibits a hysteresis phenomenon in the 
rising and falling processes, and the pressure curve is 
particularly obvious. However, the test volume-height 
curve is basically coincident, and the error of the pres-
sure repeatability is within 0.002 MPa. Both the pressure 
and volume characteristics have high coincidence and 
repeatability in the three tests, which proves the volume 
and pressure performance and stability of the rubber 
material.

4.2  Experiment Analysis
To explore the relationship between the changes in pres-
sure, height, and volume of the VVPR and the flow rate of 
the VVPR, the volume ratio was set to 0.3 with an initial 
value of 3.7 L. A sine reference with a 118 mm amplitude 
of 0.016 Hz was selected to test the performance of the 
VVPR. The relationships between the height, pressure, 
and volume of the VVPR were obtained. The key param-
eter changes in the working cycle are illustrated in Fig-
ures 22 and 23, respectively.

It can be observed from Figures  23 and 24 that the 
height of the VVPR can follow the displacement of the 
cylinder. When the cylinder was extended and retracted, 
the height decreased and increased at the same fre-
quency, with approximately no hysteresis. Meanwhile, 
the changes in pressure and volume had the same fre-
quency and tendency as the height. The experimental 
results indicated a similar tendency for these parameters 
as the simulation results, and it was demonstrated that 
the mathematical models and simulation results were 
corrected. Furthermore, the performance was analyzed at 
different working volumes and frequencies.

4.2.1  Performance Analysis at Different Volume Ratios
To verify the processes of parameter changes in the 
VVPR under different working volume ratios, the strokes 
of the cylinder were set to different values in the process 
of extension and retraction, to achieve different working 
volume ratios (0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6) at 0.016 
Hz. The corresponding strokes were calculated using Eq. 
(9). The test results are as follows.

It can be observed from Figures 25, 26, 27 and 28 that 
the change tendency in pressure, height, and volume of 
the VVPR under different working volume ratios are the 
same; i.e., the performance of the VVPR under different 

Figure 18 Changes in volume at different frequencies
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Table 5 Main parameters of the test platform

Name Parameter Value

System Flow rate(L/min) 20

Cylinder Diameter of rod(mm) 90

Diameter of piston(mm) 110

Stroke of cylinder(mm) 475

Difference in volume(L) 3

Open Reservoir Length(mm) 1100

Width(mm) 700

Height(mm) 760

Volume(L) 590

Mass with oil(kg) 383.6

Closed
Reservoir

Stiffness of spring(N/mm) 13.63

Total height (mm) 580

Width(mm) 400

Structural volume (L) 9.63

Mass with oil(kg) 21.28
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Figure 21 Volume repeatability
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working volume ratios does not change, only the varia-
tion range of these parameters changes. This is consistent 
with the earlier simulation findings, suggesting that the 
performance of the VVPR is stable at different volume rat
ios.

4.2.2  Performance Analysis at Different Volume Ratios
To analyze the performance of the VVPR at different fre-
quencies, sinusoidal signals with a working volume ratio 
of 0.1, and frequencies of 0.05 Hz and 0.067 Hz were 
selected for testing.

It can be observed from Figures 29, 30, 31 and 32 that 
the height, volume, and pressure of the VVPR change 
with the displacement of the hydraulic cylinder. The 
working frequencies of the VVPR also changed with 
those of the hydraulic cylinder. At different working fre-
quencies, the changes in the height, volume, and pressure 
of the VVPR were the same as those in the displacement 
of the cylinder. This is consistent with earlier simulation 
findings, suggesting that the performance of the VVPR is 
stable at different frequencies.

5  Conclusions

(1) A new type of non-metallic pressure hydraulic res-
ervoir with variable volume was manufactured and 
analyzed in a closed-circuit asymmetric hydrau-
lic system, and its main components and working 
principles were introduced.

(2) The rubber structural stiffness was obtained via 
FEA simulation, based on the Mooney-Rivlin 
model. Furthermore, mathematical models of the 
reservoir were established, including volume, flow, 
and force balance equations. Besides, MATLAB 
and AMESIM joint simulation models were built 
for the VVPR.

(3) Tests were conducted, and the results demonstrated 
that the pressure, height, and volume change with 
the displacement frequencies of the cylinder under 
different volume ratios and frequencies, which veri-
fied the accuracy of the mathematical models.

(4) The test volume-height curves were basically coin-
cident, error of pressure repeatability was within 
0.002 MPa, and its volume and pressure per-
formance were stable by repeatability tests. The 
changes in pressure had no effect on the displace-
ment output characteristics and provided pressure 
for the pump inlet, which is beneficial for improv-
ing the service life of the pumps and the perfor-
mance of the system.

(5) The designed VVPR would cut the volume and 
weight dramatically by approximately 98% and 94%, 
respectively, and could replace conventional open 
reservoirs in numerous applications. However, it 
also faced the challenge of heat generated by the 
closed hydraulic system.

Because this is the beginning of a research project 
on the VVPR, there is naturally much basic work that 
needs to be done. In addition, there are some limita-
tions that need to be addressed to match the parameters 
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Figure 23 Change in height of the VVPR as displacement of the 
cylinder
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Figure 26 Changes in pressure at different volume ratios
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of hydraulic systems, such as the natural frequency of 
the reservoir. Therefore, the improvement of this res-
ervoir will continue on another matching closed-cir-
cuit hydraulic system to conduct dynamic tests in the 
time and frequency domains for further validation and 
intensive research.

Figure 27 Changes in height at different volume ratios

Figure 28 Changes in volume at different volume ratios

Figure 29 Displacements of the hydraulic cylinder
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Figure 30 Changes in pressure at different frequencies

Figure 31 Changes in height at different frequencies
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